
 
 
 

OptixEQ   Looks   at   the   2019   Breeders   Cup   Mile   (G1)  
By   Ron   Ricciuti  

 
 
INTRO  
The   BC   Mile   will   be   run   around   two   turns   on   the   SA   turf   course.   This   year’s   edition   lacks   the   star  
power   that   we   have   seen   in   the   past   but   still   shapes   up   as   a   competitive   event.   Besides   the  
favorite,   the   European   contingent   doesn’t   look   very   formidable.   With   a   win,   either   of   the   two  
co-second   choices   can   cap   off   highly   successful   campaigns.   
 
QuadStats  
 

 
 
This   trip   has   been   favoring   runners   in   Q1   (30.8%   combined)   and   squares   in   general.   A   full   field  
of   14   is   expected   and   this   will   only   increase   the   difficulty   level   for   those   coming   from   the   back   of  
the   pack.   Runners   who   can   rate   forwardly   and   have   shown   the   ability   to   finish   should   be   given  
extra   consideration.  
 
 



OptixPLOT2020  

 
 
NOTE:    Due   to   the   absence   of    OptixRPM   and   OptixPLOT    information   for   European   based  
runners   we   will   be   providing   a    [projected   run   style]    in   brackets   for   those   entrants   below.  
 
(PP#)   HORSE   NAME   (ML   ODDS)   [projected   run   style]  
 
(1)   SUEDOIS   (FR)   (20/1)   [C]  
This   8yo   gelding   is   making   the   48th   start   of   his   career   today.   He   was   4th   in   this   race   in   2017   a  
month   after   earning   the   only   G1   victory   of   his   career   in   The   G1   Shadwell   Turf   Mile.   In   this   year’s  
Shadwell   he   was   caught   very   wide   on   the   far   turn   before   unleashing   a   strong   rally   outside   to   get  
within   3/4L   of   BOWIE’S   HERO   at   the   finish.   He   plots   as   a   Q4   square   but   the   rail   post   will   make  
it   more   difficult   to   work   out   a   good   trip   in   this   big   field.   He’s   only   won   1   of   his   last   15   races   since  
the   G1   score   so   a   win   here   would   be   a   surprise.   Has   a   career   ITM   rate   of   66%   so   he   should  
offer   value   underneath   in   exotics.   
 
(2)   LUCULLAN   (12/1)   [P/C]  
Secured   his   first   graded   stakes   victory   last   out   in   The   G2   Knickerbocker.   With   the   exception   of  
CATHOLIC   BOY,   who   was   returning   from   a   layoff,   he   didn’t   beat   much.   For   this   race   he   plots   as  
a   Q1   circle   after   plotting   as   a   square   (SurfDist)   in   his   last   7   starts.   This   could   mean   that   his  
finishing   ability   is   inferior   to   that   of   the   opposition   he   is   facing   today.   He   will   be   tempting   at   the  
ML   price   but   I   will   be   standing   against   him   in   this   race.   Pass.   
 
(3)   SPACE   TRAVELLER   (GB)   (12/1)   [C]  
Would   plot   as   a   Q4   square   given   what   we’ve   seen   in   his   replays.   Given   his   record   and   the  
company   he’s   been   keeping,   I   wonder   if   his   connections   entered   here   hoping   he   thrives   with   a  



quicker   pace   in   front   of   him   on   a   very   firm   turf   course.   It’s   tough   to   make   a   case   for   him  
sneaking   into   the   top   4.   Pass.  
 
(4)   TRAIS   FLUORS   (GB)   (20/1)   [E/P]  
Has   exhibited   a   variety   of   run   styles   in   his   races   so   his   placement   on   the   plot   would   be   too   much  
of   a   guess.   He’s   been   cashing   some   decent   checks   this   year   but   appears   to   be   a   cut   below   the  
top   Euros   in   his   division.   Like   SPACE   TRAVELLER,   this   might   be   an   experiment   to   see   if   the  
new   environment   shakes   him   up   a   bit.   Pass.  
 
(5)   TRUE   VALOUR   (IRE)   20/1)   [P/C]  
Is   facing   his   toughest   test   to   date   and   plots   poorly   as   a   Q3   circle   that   is   bad   match   for   his   run  
style.   Pass.  
 
(6)   GOT   STORMY   (7/2)   [P/C]  
Set   SAR   ablaze   this   summer   with   victories   in   The   De   La   Rose   Stakes   and   The   G1   Fourstardave  
(defeating   UNI)   7   days   apart.   Just   missed   in   The   G1   Woodbine   Mile   in   her   last   getting   passed  
by   EL   TORMENTA   in   the   final   strides.   She   prefers   firm   turf   and   was   running   on   a   course   labeled  
as   “Good”   that   day.   Plots   as   a   Q1   circle   so   don’t   be   surprised   if   she   is   on   or   very   close   to   the  
lead   early.   She’s   shown   she   can   win   off   layoffs   longer   than   49   days   and   that   rest   is   probably   a  
good   thing   given   the   compressed   summer   schedule.   Win   contender.   
 
(7)   BOLO   (30/1)   [E/P]  
Is   expected   to   take   the   early   lead   given   his   position   as   the   left   most   large   circle   in   Q3.   How   far  
he   goes   against   this   field   is   an   unknown.   He   is   a   G1   winner   taking   The   Shoemaker   Mile   on   this  
course   over   BOWIE’S   HERO   back   in   April.   His   performance   in   his   most   recent   two   races   is   a  
huge   concern.   Pass.   
 
(8)   EL   TORMENTA   (12/1)   [E/P]  
This   “Q1   circle”   could   also   be   vying   for   the   lead   early   as   there   is   no   “need   the   lead”   type  
entered.   A   late   gutsy   win   over   GOT   STORMY   in   The   G1   Woodbine   Mile   last   out   got   him   into   this  
race.   The   question   is   can   he   repeat   that   race   in   Southern   California.   In   his   lone   trip   outside   of  
Toronto   he   produced   a   flat   effort   in   a   Keeneland   allowance   race.   I   would   play   against   until   he  
proves   he   can   thrive   in   a   different   environment.  
 
(9)   CIRCUS   MAXIMUS   (IRE)   (3/1)   [E/P]  
The   morning   line   favorite   is   the   most   accomplished   European   entrant   by   virtue   of   Gr.1   distance  
wins   in   The   St.   James   Palace   and   Prix   Du   Moulin.   Usually   found   stalking   early   leaders   and  
would   plot   as   Q2   square.   He   may   be   a   little   more   involved   in   the   early   mix   today   with   blinkers  
added.   Has   the   credentials   and   has   received   the   Optix   Keyword   GRIT   in   two   of   the   races   we  
reviewed.   Forays   into   longer   distance   tries   against   top   class   opponents   are   the   only   blemishes  
on   this   year’s   campaign.   Could   be   Aidan   O’Brien’s   first   win   in   this   race.   I   personally   prefer   him  
underneath.   
 



(10)   WITHOUT   PAROLE   (GB)   (20/1)   [P]  
If   this   one   wasn’t   trained   by   Chad   Brown   I   would   just   say   “Pass”   and   move   on.   Was   good   once  
in   the   spring   of   2018.   Has   run   twice   this   year   after   being   turned   out   for   6   months.   Finished   5th   in  
The   Gr.1   Dubai   Turf   in   March,   then   finished   last   by   51L   in   The   Gr.1   Lockinge   at   Newbury   in   May.  
The   owners   sent   the   horse   from   John   Gosden   to   Chad   Brown   and   he   hasn’t   raced   since.   Brown  
says   he’s   been   training   well   in   company   with   BC   Turf   fave   BRICKS   &   MORTAR.    If   you   like   an  
ultra   contrarian   pick   this   would   be   the   one.   
 
(11)   UNI   (GB)   (7/2)   [P/C]  
Unleashed   one   of   the   most   powerful   moves   we   have   seen   this   year   taking   The   G1   First   Lady   at  
KEE   in   her   last.   That   race   came   back   almost   7   lengths   faster   than   The   G1   Shadwell   run   two  
races   later.    She   is   a   Q3   square   you   can   trust   evidenced   by   the   multitude   of   CLOSE   and  
BURST   keywords   she   has   received   for   her   efforts.   Preferred   candidate   to   win.   
 
(12)   LORD   GLITTERS   (FR)   (20/1)   [C]  
The   skies   parted   for   him   the   day   he   won   The   Gr.1   Queen   Anne   at   Ascot   in   June   of   this   year.  
Then   he   went   back   to   being   Lord   Glitters.   Plots   as   a   Q4   square   off   his   effort   in   the   2018  
Woodbine   Mile.   The   replays   we’ve   seen   confirm   that   notion   as   he   gets   going   late   in   his   races.  
Looks   overmatched.   Pass.   
 
(13)   HEY   GAMAN   (GB)   (20/1)   [E/P]  
Based   on   what   we’ve   seen   on   video   he   would   add   to   the   Q1   circle   population   on   the   plot.   It  
looks   like   the   2,6,7,&8   have   saved   a   spot   for   him.   Has   fallen   out   of   form   in   his   last   two   and   looks  
to   be   one   seeking   firm   turf.   The   far   outside   post   and   an   extra   furlong   beyond   his   proven  
distance   preference   are   big   things   to   overcome   in   a   field   like   this.   Pass.   
 
(14)   BOWIES   HERO   (12/1)   [P/C]  
The   best   local   hope   is   a   closing   type   that   plots   as   a   small   square   between   Q3/Q4.   He   got   up  
last   out   overcoming   a   wide   trip   to   win   The   G1   Shadwell   Turf   Mile.   That   race   came   back   about   7L  
slower   than   UNI’s   victory   in   The   First   Lady   that   day.   He   could   contend   on   his   best   day   but   rarely  
pairs   wins   and   shipped   to   and   from   Keeneland   last   month.   The   far   outside   post   is   another  
negative   when   weighing   his   chances.   Consider   for   exotics   only.  
 
CONCLUSION  
This   affair   looks   like   it   has   high   potential   to   be   chalky.    #11   UNI    is   the   pick   in   this   spot   although   a  
win   by    #9   CIRCUS   MAXIMUS   or   #6   GOT   STORMY    wouldn’t   surprise.    #1   SUEDOIS   and   #14  
BOWIE’s   HERO    can   help   to   boost   exotic   payouts   if   one   or   two   of   the   top   3   selections  
underperforms.  
 
 
 
 
 


